Genotyping single nucleotide polymorphisms in barley by tetra-primer ARMS-PCR.
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most abundant form of DNA polymorphism. These polymorphisms can be used in plants as simple genetic markers for many breeding applications, for population studies, and for germplasm fingerprinting. The great increase in the available DNA sequences in the databases has made it possible to identify SNPs by "database mining", and the single most important factor preventing their widespread use appears to be the genotyping cost. Many genotyping platforms rely on the use of sophisticated, automated equipment coupled to costly chemistry and detection systems. A simple and economical method involving a single PCR is reported here for barley SNP genotyping. Using the tetra-primer ARMS-PCR procedure, we have been able to assay unambiguously five SNPs in a set of 132 varieties of cultivated barley. The results show the reliability of this technique and its potential for use in low- to moderate-throughput situations; the association of agronomically important traits is discussed.